PRAYER OF THE OLD BLACK MEN
To the Sacred Principle of the Whole we invocate, from the most inward of
our Conscience, in a way of reverence to the Truth, Love and Virtue, proposing to cooperate with the Legions of the Old Black Men, Indians, Hindus and
Caboclos, for the tasks they are asked to perform in the Doctrinal Order.
To the Christ we appeal, as the Planetary Director and Lord of the Seven
Echelons in which the Earthly Humanity is distributed, composed by incarnate
and discarnate spirits, desiring to offer an efficient collaboration of fraternal
character, in the defense of Truth and Justice, against those who, contradicting the Sacred Objectives of Life, surrender to acts that contradict the Law of
God.
Conscious of the integrity of Divine Justice, we affirm the most faithful and
intense observance of the Commandments of the Law, according to the Divine
Example of the Exemplary Word, for all invocative effects. Above alternatives,
it will constitute a barrier against Evil, in any sense in which it presents itself,
coming from wherever it comes, whomever it may be against, although in
defense of the Truth, of Good, and of Goodness.
Consequently, for the kind Old Black Men be granted to reflect in their
works, the wise and holy designs of those who, translating the Divine Tutelage of the Planetary Christ, so determine from the High Spheres of Life.
May the legions of Indians, simple, spontaneous, and valorous, always
wonderfully linked to exuberant nature, act under the benevolent and rigorous direction of the High Mentors of Planetary Life. Fighting for Order and for
Good, for progress in the bosom of Love, may they have from God the due
graces.
May the numerous legions of Hindus, deeply connected to the most remote
Civilizations of the Planet, forming therefore in the High Courts of Earthly
Hierarchy, be granted from the Planetary Lord the due opportunities for them
to force, sustain, and impose the Supreme Authority. On this cyclic hour in
which the Earth transits from one Era to another, the human Minds may
receive the effluvium of Purity and of Wisdom in order to feel the Divine
Appeals of the Christ in favor of the Holy Designs of the loving Father that is
the divinization of all His sons.
May the legions of Caboclos, humble and kind, so linked to those who go
in pilgrimage the incarnation, for effect of expiations, missions, and tests,
involve, protect, and sustain everybody, as long as they strive for the sake
of Moral, Love, Revelation, Wisdom, and Virtue, since out of this Doctrinal
Order there is no Gospel.
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SOME OF THE POWERFUL PRAYERS, EXTRACTED FROM THE BOOK – ETERNAL GOSPEL AND PRODIGIOUS PRAYERS – WHICH IS THE ETERNAL GOSPEL,
THAT FROM GOD, PROMISSED IN THE APOCALYPSE, 14, VERSES FROM 1 TO
6, WHICH WILL BE THE DIVINE ROUTE OF THOSE WHO REMAIN FROM THE
APOCALYPTICAL PUNISHMENTS, FORESEEN IN MATHEW, CHAPTERS 24 AND
25, AND IN THE APOCALYPSE, CHAPTERS 17, 18, 19 AND 20.
THE PRAYER OF THE DIVINISTS
I ask You for the Grace, God, of never sinning on purpose against the TEN
COMMANDMENTS!
I ask You for the Grace, oh Sacred Principle, of never blaspheming on
purpose against the Gifts of the Holy Spirit, Charismas, or Mediumships!
I ask You for the Grace, oh Divine Originating Cause, of never denying, in my
deeds, the Divine Examples of Jesus!
I ask You for the Grace, Divine Father, of never neglecting face the Divine
Promises contained in chapters 14, 19, 21, and 22, of the Apocalypse, the
Book of the Forthcoming Events!
I ask You for the Grace, oh God, of never doubting of Your Holy Angels, the
Messengers of Your Teachings and Deliverers of Your Divine Blessings!
At Last, Lord, I ask You for the Grace of never betraying myself for denying
Your Existence, Your Infinite Power and the Sacred Destiny that You reserve
for Your sons!
PRAYER TO BEZERRA DE MENEZES
We pray for You, Father of Infinite Goodness and Justice, the graces of Jesus
Christ, through Bezerra de Menezes and his legions of companions. May they
assist us, Lord, consoling the afflicted, healing those who become deserving it, comforting those who have tests and expiations to pass, enlightening
those who desire to know the Truth and assisting everybody who appeal to
Your Infinite Love.
Jesus, Divine Bearer of the Grace and of the Truth, extend Your gifted hands
in help of those who recognize You as the Faithful and Prudent Provider; make
it, Divine Model, through Your consoling legions, Your Holy Spirits, so that
Faith elevates itself, Hope increases, Goodness expands, and Love triumphs
over every things.
Bezerra de Menezes, Apostle of Good and Peace, friend of the humble and
the ills, move your friendly phalanges in benefit of those who suffer, being
either physical or spiritual illnesses. Holy Spirits, worthy workers of the Lord,
spread graces and cures over suffering humanity so that the creatures become
friends of Peace and of Knowledge, of Harmony and of Forgiveness, sowing
throughout the world the Divine Examples of Jesus Christ.
(Who was Bezerra de Menezes? He was the last incarnation of the Apostle
Luke, the Physician, that who wrote one of the Gospels and the Unmistakable
Book of Acts of the Apostles).
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PRAYER TO THE GUARDIAN ANGEL
Divine Father, Sacred Principle Omnipresent, Omniscient, and Omnipotent,
Originating Cause of the Spirit and of the Matter, of the Worlds and Humanities, and of the Fundamental Ruling Laws from the most Absolute to the
most relatives.
Sacred Principle, in the conscience of being Your son, bearer of Divine
Virtues in Potential to develop them through the evolutive process in incarnations and discarnations, facing dangers and multiple difficulties, running the
risk of committing compromising failures before Your Divine Justice, for You I
pray for, Divine Father, the Grace of communing with my Guardian Angel, the
spirit designated by You to inspire the best thoughts, the noblest sentiments,
so that I, susceptible of committing compromising deviation, find the Straight
Way, the liveliness of Your Moral Law, the imitation of the Exemplary Word
that You sent us, and the noble cultivation of the Gifts of the Holy Spirit,
Charismas, or Mediumships, the vehicles of communication of the Angels or
Messenger Spirits, those servants of Yours, producers of signs and extra prodigies, cures and marvelous assistances.
And to you, my Guardian Angel, faithful friend for every time, adviser in
moments of uncertainty and possible deviations, I pray for the support of
sublime and unmistakable inspirations. Having the conscious of how deficient
the incarnate condition is, I appeal to your capacity of tolerance and forgiveness, promising however, with determination, try to set right, understand
and live your inspirations.
Supported by the Divine Graces of God, through your sublime inspirations,
I promise to improve knowledge and feelings in order to be able to accomplish the ordinance of the Divine Adviser, which is to GIVE WORTHY FRUIT
BY EXAMPLE, the unique way that remits to the Sacred Finality, which is the
Reintegration into the Sacred Principle.
PRAYER FOR FLUIDIZING OF WATER
I beg of God, the Omnipresent, Omniscient and Omnipotent Principle and
to the Planetary Christ, strengths for the Angelic or Messenger Legions, so
that they may fight against the Evil, in any form it may present itself, and to
triumph it.
As there is no merit out of the respect to the Truth, Love and Virtue, I promise to apply efforts with the purpose of living the Law of God, understanding
and imitating the Exemplary Word and nobly cultivating the Gifts of the Holy
Spirit, Charismas or Mediumships, without them, the Consoling Revelation
cannot exist.
I pray for God, who sent the Model Word, to deliver the Glorious Pentecost,
or the Mediumistic Gifts Spreading for all flesh, in order to the Humanity
really has reliable mediators, giving for free what for free received , nourishing true respect for the Doctrine of The Way.
As incarnate, subject to necessities, illnesses, pains, afflictions and also
subject to the physical death and responsibility before the Divine Justice, I
pray for the ability of the good spiritual discernment, as well as I pray for the
body, the energies and the fluids to be deposited in this water.
And as who needs so much and pray for, I grateful thank to God, to the
Angelic and Rescuing Legions and to my Guide Spirit or Guardian Angel.
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PRAYER TO MARY
Gentle daughter of the Eternal Father, assist those who wander in the inferior corners of life, so that the desire for Knowledge, Certainty, and Goodness
may blossom out in them, putting off aside idolatries, paganisms, ritualisms,
and every inferior forms of spiritual cult.
Tutelary Angel of the legions that rescue in darkness and in places of pain,
attend to the clamors of those who, repentant, hankering to find again the
Way of Truth that sets you free.
Sweet Messenger of Love, pour out your maternal tenderness on afflicted
hearts so that they ascend to the heights of the redeemer labor.
Elected Lady, inspire the feeling of Truth, Love, and Virtue in the hearts of
all those who tend to the follies of the world, so they do not descend to the
places of weeping and gnashing of teeth.
Lift up, oh Lady, from the gloomy abysses, all those who were doing wrong
things because of religious fanaticisms.
Intercede, oh gentle star, for those who, forgotten of the Law and forgotten
of Jesus Christ, dove into the places of shadows and pain.
Oh tenderness, put a feeling of purity in all feminine hearts, so that they
convert themselves into true guardian angels.
Be the light, oh Mary, of those eyes that cannot see.
Assist, oh Lady, those who weaken along the ways of life.
Hear, oh Symbol of Mothers, the voices of those who cannot speak.
Dry the tears, oh gentle sister, of those who suffer from lack of mercy.
Dominator of passions, be the guardian angel of those who fear slipping in
the alleys of sin.
Consoler of afflicts, anoint with the Balsam of Love those whose hearts are
in anguish.
Guide the steps, oh sweet friend, of those who tend to dishearten facing
the world’s tortures.
Deposit, oh Mary, in every heart, the feeling of equality before the laws that
rule the Infinite Universe.
Conduct to the portico of Truths, oh candidness, those who are wandering
by the ways of untruth and crime.
Involve with your blue mantle, oh Mary, all those who seek eternal, perfect,
and immutable Truths of God, through the Divine Modeling of Jesus Christ.
Point at, oh luminous star, to the Testament of Moral, Love, Revelation,
Wisdom and Virtue, so that all the sons of the Highness find, once and for all,
the open arms of the Divine Friend.
WOE ARE THOSE UNFAITHFUL TO GOD, HIS JUSTICE, HIS GIFTS,
HIS MORAL LAW OR COMMANDMENTS AND HIS SAINT MESSENGERS.
Illuminate, Lord, through Your Holy Messengers, the conscience of the
wrongs, of the enemies of the Truth, for that regretting and recognizing that
GOOD IS THE TRUTH, and, in so doing, return to the Doctrine that You sent
to Your Sons, which is simply to live the Law, to imitate the Exemplary Word,
and nobly cultivate the Gifts of the Holy Spirit that is to give Freely the Fruits
of the Grace Received, so as is Your Will!
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